JMU takes on month-long
construction projects, student
frustration grows
James Faris
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Harrisonburg’s Gemeinschaft home
prepares those with criminal backgrounds to
reintegrate into society

A place
		like home
BREEZE FILE PHOTO

Individuals who seek help through the Gemeinschaft Home are subject to 90 days of mandatory counseling and required to seek employment.
By MATTHEW SASSER
The Breeze

Since 1985, the Gemeinschaft Home has
served men coming out of incarceration
in Virginia. It provides a safe place where
up to 47 men can transition back into a
community setting at a slower pace. As
part of the residential program, individuals
have a minimum of 90 days where they have
mandatory counseling and are required to
actively seek and maintain employment.
For resident Hunter Tolley, Gemeinschaft
adds structure, which he didn’t have before
in his life. He arrived at the home April 5,
after spending the last three years in prison
for four DUIs.
“A place like this — mainly we’re trying to
better ourselves,” Tolley said. “Most people
have a misconception that we’re a bunch
of alcoholics and addicts. It’s not that the
people in here aren’t any good. All the guys
I met so far have been really good guys who
help each other out in any way we can.”
His goals include saving up money that
he can fall back on once his time at the
home is finished. He’s been participating in
community service as part of his stay and

participating in group therapy sessions with
other residents.
There are seven other mens’ homes in
the state that provide similar services.
Gemeinschaft is the only program that
offers case management for each individual
and has programming that encourages the
men to work at various places around the
community during their stay.
“I encourage the community to come
see what we’re about,” Sharon Ringgold,
executive director of Gemeinschaft, said.
“Understand that the men and women that
come through the program are just like
everyone else — because they have a criminal
background doesn’t mean that’s who they
are. It doesn’t define their character. It just
means that there was a time in their life
when something wasn’t just right.”
When Ringgold arrived 10 years ago, the
program was the same for everyone. Now,
they try to approach each person and meet
them at what their needs are.
“We help them navigate going home,
what that may look like, finding apartments,
getting them connected to areas that they
will transition back into,” Ringgold said.
“They can be in prison for the same reason,

but their individual needs can be very
different.”
The Gemeinschaft Home is regulated
through the Department of Corrections
and is only for non-violent, non-sexual
offenders. Four years ago, they created a
daily reporting center for Harrisonburg and
Rockingham residents. This is an alternative
for individuals who have been charged, but
not convicted of a crime. Instead of waiting
in jail, individuals can sustain employment
and childcare by checking in through the
facility and receive counseling intervention.
Dave Goditt came to Gemeinschaft after
being put on a daily reporting program by
his probation officer. He was having trouble
finding stable housing by himself.
“I checked myself into Gemeinschaft
because I was out of options — I was spiraling
out of control,” Goditt said. “My main goal
is to get my daughter back. I’m used to just
being out and blowing around in the wind
and not having anything to hold onto. When
I checked into here, it’s stability I had.”
Without Gemeinschaft, Goditt admits he
wouldn’t be in a healthy place. Most likely,
he’d be “back in jail, homeless or on the run.”
Structure is what he needed in his life, and

Gemeinschaft provides that for him.
“Sharon [Ringgold] says you’re going to
have a place tonight and a place to sleep
tomorrow,” Goditt said. “We’re going to help
you find a job and save up some money.”
Gemeinschaft just launched its 2020
vision campaign, where it hopes to raise
$220,000 within 20 months. Once it reaches
this goal, it plans on creating a workout
facility, having a licensed social worker or
therapist on property, opening a women’s
home and creating a therapy garden.
Ringgold said individuals have come
through the home have opened up
successful businesses, gotten married and
bought houses. A few individuals have even
come back to work for Gemeinschaft.
“When you see someone who, for the majority
of their life, hasn’t had someone to believe in
them, and you can give them a glimpse of that
and watch them grow is awesome,” Ringgold
said.
CONTACT Matthew Sasser at sasserma@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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The house lost state funding in 2008 in an attempt to save Virginia taypayers money.

The Gemeinschaft Home is for non-violent, non-sexual offenders.
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Secular students
Student creates a safe place
on campus for

see ALLIANCE, page 8

@TheBreezeNewsJMU

Even back in eighth grade, Kate Hurley knew she
was different. She came out to her Catholic parents
as both gay and atheist. Their response: “No, you’re
not.”
Hurley’s parents told her that if she ever mentioned
her beliefs again or went against her religious
upbringing, there would be consequences. Hurley
is taking a risk starting the Secular Student Alliance
at JMU — if her parents find out, they’ll cut her off
financially. SSA is an educational organization
dedicated to informing students about the values of
scientific reason and secularism.
“I figured I only have one more year here,” Hurley
said. “If [my parents] really do that, I think I can carry
myself through the rest.”
Hurley attended Catholic school but found the
Atheist Experience, a YouTube channel by Matt
Dillahunty that helped solidify her identity as an
agnostic atheist — someone who doesn’t believe
in God, but acknowledges they don’t have the total
knowledge to definitively say there is no God. She
felt that being gay ostracized her from the religious
community, which pushed her to look for other
forms of acceptance. She didn’t see a reason to pick
a religion and felt more comfortable without one.
Hurley got the idea of bringing the SSA to JMU
while on the phone with her girlfriend in a church
parking lot. Hurley, a junior double major in
philosophy and psychology with a minor in religious
studies, wanted a place on campus for freethinkers to
share their beliefs at a school that has many religious
organizations since other schools have similar clubs.
Virginia Tech has a Freethinkers club, and U. Va. has
Virginia Atheists and Agnostics.

@breezejmu

athiests to congregate

By MITCHELL SASSER
The Breeze

CHASE DOWNEY / THE BREEZE

The club leader, Kate Hurley, answered questions from students about atheism April 17 outside of D-Hall.
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Paving a path
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By JAMES FARIS
The Breeze

JMU students returned from spring break in March to a surprise:
more construction.
The project underway outside Madison Union near Hillside field is
a two-lane road that will connect Grace Street and Bluestone Drive.
It’ll be a standard roadway with a sidewalk on one side and a 10-foot
wide Bluestone Trail path on the other. According to the University,
it’ll be complete by the end of November.
“The whole goal is to link the Grace Street Corridor to the heart
of campus,” JMU Deputy Spokeswoman Caitlyn Read said. “Moving
people more efficiently from East to West [campus] … people will find
those transit times will be reduced if they’re taking the bus.”
When complete, the extension will make Grace Street a significant
campus corridor and will provide an alternate route to Bluestone
Drive. JMU aims to ease congestion created on external roads due to
the addition of new parking decks and academic buildings. Read said
there will be clear markings near the road and bike trail, which will
create a safe and easy way to travel from one side of campus to the
other.
“The Bluestone bike and pedestrian trail has been a partnership
that JMU has taken on with the city to connect bikers and walkers,”
Read said. “[It’ll] help decrease the time it takes to move across
campus from East to West [campus].”
The city of Harrisonburg worked in partnership with JMU to design
the road to keep the greater community in mind. The needs of JMU
students were taken into account, and Read said pedestrian safety is a
top priority. She “can’t imagine” the increased vehicle traffic from the
Grace Street extension will complicate foot traffic in the area.
While the road will serve the community for many years to come,
not all are thrilled with the construction.
“It basically makes my commute a little bit longer,” freshman
elementary education major Heather Pochet, who lives in nearby
Hillside Hall, said. “I wish they would wait till summer.”

JMU’s plan to create a street connecting Bluestone Drive
to Grace Street will be complete by November

The Breeze

The new road that will go past Madison Union is supposed to decrease congestion and improve traffic flow.
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Menge said there have been discussions
to make the new roadway part of the InterCampus Shuttle (ICS) route but made it
clear that’s one of several ideas and that
nothing is close to being decided yet.
HDPT will communicate all information
about the new route schedule with the
community in due time.
The road will run past the dining facility
replacement for Phillips Hall, which is
currently under construction and will be
completed by the fall of 2020. According
to the University website, there are future
plans to expand and modernize Madison
Union and to reconstruct the Village
dorms.
In a few years, JMU’s mid-campus
will be transformed. It’ll take time, but
the University believes the temporary
inconvenience will be well worth it.
CONTACT James Faris at breezecopy@
gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

AUTHENTIC ITALIAN CUISINE
ten years, we have been proudly serving the city of
Harrisonburg and James Madison University with all the
and friendly service and great value for your money. We
invite you to take a seat at our table or yours and enjoy

@thebreezenews

JMU began construction in the spring
“because the project will take longer to
complete than the time available during
summer break alone,” according to an
email from Read.
A gate will be added on the new
roadway just east of the Grace Street
Parking Deck entrance. It will operate on
the same schedule to prevent cars from
traveling through internal campus roads
during school days. Cars will still be able
to exit the Grace Street Parking Deck
throughout the week.
The
Harrisonburg
Department
of Public Transportation has been
conducting a campus-wide route study
in the past few months to determine how
the addition of the corridor will affect bus
routes. The study will continue through
the summer but will be done before
classes resume in the fall.
“The plan isn’t to have a solution for
several months,” HDPT supervisor Elliot
Menge said. “We have ideas, there’s just
nothing official. We’re still working on it.”

PIZZA - SUBS - PASTA - HAMBURGERS

1326 Hillside Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Off Port Republic Road, next to Starbucks

@TheBreezeNewsJMU
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The “Ask an Atheist Anything” event by SSA was hosted right next to the “Ask a Catholic Duke” event by Catholic Campus Ministy.

PHOTO COURTESY OF KATE HURLEY

ALLIANCE | SSA encourages the community to ask questions about atheism
from page 5

“If you’re living a double life, it really helps
to have support,” Hurley said. “Coming here
and being gay, that was hard at first until I
found people. I think finding other atheists
could do the same thing for someone else.”
While some may find it ironic that Hurley
has a minor in religious studies, she doesn’t
think so. She didn’t like her religion classes
in high school because she felt forced to
take them, but as her atheistic ideas started
to develop, she wanted to understand the
religious perspective.
Hurley met junior psychology major
Alyssa Kniffin through their membership in
Madison Equality, JMU’s student-led LGBT
organization that works toward fostering a
supportive and social environment. Kniffin
is the treasurer of SSA, while Hurley is the
president. They both believe that a club like
SSA is necessary for JMU so people with

differing beliefs feel they have a home.
“A couple of people in club have already
spoken to the fact that they don’t feel really
comfortable talking about their beliefs with
just the general public or their friends, because
who knows who agrees or will get angry about
it,” Kniffin said. “So just being that safe space,
being that place for people who aren’t sure or
want to consider some other options.”
In Catholic school, Hurley said she felt
bothered by the fact that it taught that the
Earth was put here for human purpose and
people don’t need to take care of it. She wants
SSA to step up and support an environmental
charity. Both Hurley and Kniffin see this
as an opportunity to partner with religious
organizations through a common goal.
“The first thing that comes up to your mind
with charity work is going through a religious
community,” Hurley said. “If we could find
ways to find people who had that same
mindset and show them they can help do

charity work without going through a religious
group and do it through us, that is what we
would like to do.”
Junior physics major Ryan Ferrell hopes to
learn where he fits in on the atheism spectrum
by joining SSA. He attended a discussion
April 4 hosted by SSA titled “Pro-Life vs. ProChoice” — a debate on abortion.
“Everyone was really respecting each
other’s opinion,” Ferrell said. “Fortunately,
it wasn’t a lopsided conversation either. We
were actually almost split evenly 50-50 down
the middle on sides of pro-life and prochoice.”
SSA wants to rid the negative stereotypes of
atheists and show that an individual can still
have morals and identify as an atheist. It also
wants to find speakers who could come to its
meetings and share their viewpoints. Hurley
hopes to find a speaker to talk about grief
without belief so that students can share their
experiences dealing with loss.

Hurley would “hate for the club to die
out as soon as I graduate” since most of the
executive board members will be leaving JMU
soon. SSA had around 10 members show up
to its first meeting, and others emailed Hurley
expressing interest.
Members of SSA were outside D-Hall on
April 17 with posters that said, “Ask an Atheist
Anything.” They will also be handing out
pamphlets and hope to discuss their ideas
with the JMU community, adding that all
denominations are welcome at their meetings.
“I think a lot of people are confused on what an
atheist is and whether they are bad people or hate
religious people,” Hurley said. “We’re offering this
platform because it doesn’t exist anywhere else
on campus.”
CONTACT Mitchell Sasser at sassermp@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.
A “love-your-alwaysinteresting-and-variedcontent” pat to The
Breeze writers, editors and
photographers.
From a faithful reader
who nevertheless is still
waiting for a story on the
new campus road and the
changes it will bring.
A great big “thank-you”
pat to ASA and Zeta on
Greek Row for helping
out your housekeepers by
cleaning up after Greek
Sing!!! #yougirlsrock
From someone who
appreciates it.
A “chivalry-isn’t-deadand-it’s-a-beautifulthing” pat to the young
man who carried a large
package for me from Grace
St. parking deck to Madison
Union.
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From a very appreciative
postal employee.
An “I-see-what-you-didthere” pat to Duke Dog for
lounging out on the steps of
Wilson Hall on Google Street
View.
From an alumnus who took
a virtual tour of the campus
for old time’s sake and was
happy to see a familiar face.
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Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Lack of literature
Not enough people are taking advantage of the
history and culture provided by classic novels
A wealth of information is being disregarded as a large portion of the population neglects older books.

CHASE DOWNEY / THE BREEZE

IAN WELFLEY | contributing columnist
Literature
is
defined as any body
of written works,
and it has been a
prominent
form
of art throughout
human
history
dating all the way
back to “The Epic
of Gilgamesh.” In
the time it’s been
around, literature
has captured the
hearts of billions, provoked revolutions and
divided nations.
At the heart of it all, literature merely
consists of written words clustered
together. Due to the surge in technological
innovations, more people are reading now
than ever. The unfortunate reality is that a
bulk of what people read today has nowhere
near the intellectual benefits that classic
literature offers.

Technology has connected the world and
ushered in the recent growth of the digital
age. It’s had a substantial effect on what we
read since technological advances in the
publishing field have lead to a greater variety
of books in the 20th century. This resulted in
a sub-category of literature known as genre
fiction, which places a heavy emphasis on
plot over deeper meaning.
This caused the public to move away
from reading literary fiction and seek out
other forms of reading material, seen in the
notable decline in literary fiction sales when
compared to genre fiction. This is unfortunate
since literary fiction is of greater merit through
its deliverance of real emotional responses
and an altered understanding of the world.
Many agree that genre fiction still possesses
its own set of benefits. People argue that genre
fiction has richer character development
and can be read within a month, whereas
classic literature can become a year-long
commitment. While these arguments are

valid, genre fiction is far more likely than
literary fiction to contain simplified writing
and might lack the impact on a reader’s
writing or social skills that literary fiction can
make.
This was shown in a study involving a group
of people who had to read three to five minutes
of literary fiction before taking a test regarding
human empathy. Their results were then
compared with those who read genre fiction or
nothing at all. The research found that people who
read literary fiction scored better than those who
read popular fiction. Popular fiction readers were
shown to make as many mistakes as people who
read nothing. This indicates that classic literature
grants the reader greater empathy for people of all
backgrounds. “Popular fiction is a way of dealing
more with one’s own self,” Albert Wendland,
director of a master’s program in popular fiction
at Seton Hill, said. “Maybe, with one’s own wants,
desires, needs.”

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.

see CLASSICS, page 13
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Women shouldn’t apologize without reason
It’s gotten to the point where saying “sorry” isn’t even out of politeness — it’s just instinct.

RYANN SHEEHY | question everything
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Ryann Sheehy is a sophomore theatre
and media arts and design double major.
Contact Ryann at sheehyrl@dukes.jmu.
edu.
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anything that sounded too strong, aggressive
or bold. They’re inherently apologizing for
being too “masculine.”
The concept of gender roles and gender
fluidity is a whole other conversation, but
Wintour shows her support for women to
take on these bold and empowered roles. “I
don’t think it’s a moment not to take a stand
... I believe, as I think those of us who work at
Condé Nast believe, that you have to stand up
for what you believe in and you have to take a
point of view,” Wintour said. If women want
to fight for equality of the sexes, they can’t
continue to apologize for the very rights they
are demanding.
Wintour also discussed Vogue’s recent
turn toward politics. “I think it’s very, very
important to have a point of view, and we
profile women in the magazine that we
believe in,” Wintour stated, “After the defeat
of Secretary Clinton in 2016 [in particular], we
believe that women should have a leadership
position and we intend to support them.”
By featuring women the company
supports, it’s furthering a feminist agenda
and not apologizing for the female audience
it knows it can pander to. Also, by allowing
more female voices to be heard through
the company’s magazine, it can ensure
that women are not hiding behind their
accomplishments, but are instead applauded
for their strides toward equality.
New York Times writer Sloane Crosley said it
best when she wrote, “The ‘sorrys’ are taking up
airtime that should be used for making logical,
declarative statements, expressing opinions
and relaying accurate impressions of what we
want.” There’s no reason why women can’t
state their opinions in the same way men do.
It’s not aggressive or even assertive, it’s simply
efficient and confident.
If women begin to make the conscious
decision to state their intentions, they can
change the assumption that women will bow
down with a simple “I’m sorry.” Men can support
this too by allowing women to speak their mind,
avoiding “mansplaining” — when men explain
things to women in a condescending way — and
encouraging women to stop apologizing for their
beliefs. By breaking down this facet of gender
expectations, society can take a step forward in
the fight for gender equality.

@TheBreezeOp

Girls wear pink
and boys wear blue.
Society places these
firm expectations
on people even
before
birth.
Prescribed gender
roles also come
with specific habits
that aren’t innate,
but learned through
observation
and experience. Male-identifying people
learn that they must take up space to
feel acknowledged and confident; thus
“manspreading” has become a norm in the
male posture vocabulary. For those who
identify as females, two words are expected
to be said in one form or another almost
constantly: “I’m sorry.”
“I’m sorry, but do you think I could get
another napkin?” “I don’t know if this is
stupid or not, but could you explain that
again?” “This might be a dumb idea, but we
could go bowling tonight.” These are all ways
in which women apologize for a legitimate
idea. The act of apologizing reinforces female
stereotypes such as passivity and politeness.
These submissive phrases invite people to
shoot down or reconsider the validity of an
idea without knowing they’ve done it. For
women, apologies are second-nature — a
subconscious tic that can’t be controlled. It’s
a habit that can be detrimental to a woman’s
confidence and success.
Anna Wintour, editor-in-chief of Vogue
and one of the least-apologetic female
leaders of this time, recently did an in-depth
interview with CNN in which she mentions
the struggles she’s faced as a woman in a
position of power. She stated, “Sometimes
there has been a certain level of personal
criticism directed at me that, possibly, might
not have been [used against] a man in a
similar position.”
Wintour explores the idea that men are
questioned far less than women as their
thoughts are validated simply because of
their gender. Planned Parenthood outlines
harmful stereotypes such as the idea that men
should be “strong, aggressive and bold,” while
women should be “polite, accommodating
and nurturing.” These character traits
automatically point toward the problem of
apologetic women. If a feminine person is
supposed to be polite and accommodating,
they’d naturally feel the need to apologize for
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Up and at ’em
The benefits of waking up early outweigh the costs
CHASE DOWNEY / THE BREEZE

JOSIE HANEKLAU | open outlook
A
commonly
voiced theme among
college students —
especially toward the
end of the semester
— is that there’s a lack
of time. Whether it’s
not enough personal
downtime or hours
to study for exams,
students feel they
don’t have much time
at all. Many students
find themselves staying up throughout the
night to complete these tasks they otherwise
can’t find time for, yet the answer is right in
front of them — waking up early. It’s a positive
habit that supports mindfulness, feelings of
success and motivation and allows students a
much-needed extra block of time.

Perhaps the greatest benefit of waking
up early is that it allows people to establish
a morning routine. Morning routines are
important because by setting a constructive
and effective tone when the sun first rises,
they create a positive outlook that’s likely to
carry on throughout the rest of the day. Tying
into this idea of early-morning effectiveness,
persistently setting goals first thing in the
morning will ultimately lead to a more
productive day. This can act as a daily reminder
of what needs to get done.
Science shows that the brain is typically
more alert in the morning. Therefore, the
morning is an ideal time for students to study
or get work done, especially when considering
that being up before everyone else leads
to fewer distractions. This early-morning
alertness also allows for an energy surge that
sticks around the entire day. This could be

beneficial in ensuring a more productive day
as well.
For some students, it’s less about the time
constraints on accomplishing academics
and more about a lack of personal time. Early
mornings are the perfect fix as they’re typically
quieter, less busy and more relaxing than other
times of the day. Many students — and people
in general — lack a practice of mindfulness,
which is the concept of being in the current
moment and ignoring stressors. The early
morning is the best peaceful time to practice
being mindful, which could entail meditating
in the arboretum, reading or simply taking a
walk. Being mindful allows for better focus,
which then translates throughout the rest of
one’s day.
Another massive benefit of waking up early
relates to one’s physical health. People who
wake up early are more likely to eat breakfast.

Breakfast is widely known as the most
important meal of the day, as it jumpstarts
the metabolism and is crucial to improving
energy and mood. JMU dining halls are open
bright and early and are typically much less
crowded in the mornings, making them
some of the more effective places to get work
done on campus. Eating there could ensure
both a nutritious breakfast and a productive
workspace.
Most successful people claim to wake up early,
starting their day at 5 a.m. and even earlier. There’s
definitely a method to the madness of waking up
early. Even just trying to incorporate one early
morning a week into a routine could greatly
improve the quality of the day ahead.
Josie Haneklau is a freshman political
science and psychology major. Contact
Josie at hanekljr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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The mornings provide a good chunk of time to be productive and get one’s day started on the right foot.

SIGN A LEASE AND GET $1,000!
RESORT-STYLE POOL | PET FRIENDLY WITH DOG PARK
FULL-SIZE SPORTS COURTS | JOE CAFE WITH STARBUCKS

1191 Devon Lane | Harrisonburg, VA 22801
5 4 0 .4 3 2 .1 0 0 1 | L i v e T h e H a r r i s o n .c o m
While supplies last, offer subject to change.
Rates based on 12 equal monthly installments.
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CLASSICS | Old books need to

THE FINEST IN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

continue to be appreciated and learned from

Ian Welfley is a sophomore media arts and
design/communications double major.
Contact Ian at welfleim@dukes.jmu.edu.

RUSH PARTIES
PRIVATE PARTIES
GROUP DISCOUNTS
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
DISCOUNTS WITH COLLEGE ID
OVER 100 ENTERTAINERS
CONNECT WITH US
The Breeze

NOW HIRING

SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER

VISIT: www.lustclubs.com
CALL: (304)267-5878
OPEN MON–SUN: 12PM–3:30AM

1110 Hedgesville Rd.
Martinsburg, WV 25401
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James Madison University is an equal opportunity employer committed to creating and supporting a diverse and inclusive work and educational
community that is free of all forms of discrimination. This institution does not tolerate discrimination or harassment on the basis of age, color,
disability, gender identity, genetic information, national origin, parental status, political affiliation, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation or veteran
status. We promote access, inclusion and diversity for all students, faculty, staff, constituents and programs, believing that these qualities are
foundational components of an outstanding education in keeping with our mission. The university is interested in candidates whose experience and
qualifications support an ongoing commitment to this core quality.
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For more information, qualifications, and to apply,
please go to https://joblink.jmu.edu/postings/5183
or visit joblink.jmu.edu and reference posting
number J1341.
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The JMU Athletics Photography Department is
looking for a student to assist with photographing
intercollegiate sports during the 2019-2020
school year. Students must be degree-seeking
students, enrolled on at least a half-time basis
(6 credits for undergraduate and 5 credits for
graduate), and be willing to work nights and
weekends.

@TheBreezeOp

normally associated with tasks that require
close attention.
Another quality that classic literature can
provide that modern written works can’t is
history and culture in context. Classic literature
has endless potential to educate the people of
today about the past in ways a history book
can’t. This is through the presentation of a story
written in the context of a particular historical
period. The narration of the Great Depression
in Steinbeck’s “The Grapes of Wrath” and the
roaring ’20s in Fitzgerald’s “The Great Gatsby”
are examples of this.
While classic literature is gradually fading
from the public eye, with most works only
being acknowledged in a classroom setting, it’s
important to recognize the potential a work of
classic literature has and the vast impact they’ve
had on the world.

@breezejmu

Genre fiction isn’t the only way people
read in the modern day. The internet is
brimming with e-books, blog posts and
social media updates. It’s no secret that
screens have become such an extensive
aspect of people’s lives. Americans devote
more than 10 hours a day to screen time.
People’s increased exposure to the internet
increases their chances of encountering
butchered grammar that inadvertently
affects their writing. Studies have found that
students who consume primarily digital
content — such as Reddit and Buzzfeed —
had the lowest writing complexity scores,
while those who often read literature and
academic journals had the highest levels of
writing complexity.
Classic literature is also beneficial to
a person’s brain flow. A Michigan State
University study proved this when they
monitored individuals’ brain flows as they
read the works of Jane Austen. Blood flow
was shown to increase in areas of the brain
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Queen

of the seams
Art student crafts costumes of favorite
characters to wear at conventions
PHOTO COURTESY OF VICISSIJUICE

From cosplaying, Blossom has learned to take and edit photos, apply makeup and make original sewing patterns.
By JAMIE GRAEFF
The Breeze

When Hongnhung “Blossom” Dang
watches Japanese anime, certain characters
— like Kycoo from Yu-Gi-Oh — ignite a
creative spark in the junior art major. Once
a character captures Blossom’s interest, she
analyzes their outfit on screen, and heads
to the fabric store to collect materials. She
patterns, cuts, stitches and adds final-touch
embellishments like faux crystals or buttons
to the garments. When she’s created the
perfect replica costume, she tucks it away for
her next cosplay convention.
Blossom’s interest in cosplay began in fifth
grade. While browsing the internet one day,
she came across photos of cosplayers and
was fascinated by the idea of dressing up as a
fictional character.
“I knew how to sew a bit as a kid, so I was
kind of like, ‘Maybe I should start making my
own cosplay,’” Blossom said.
When she was younger, Blossom made
around five costumes, but she didn’t start
actively making cosplay costumes until last
year. Since then, she’s made an additional
11. The Fabric Warehouse frequent says she
spends an average of $40-$50 per costume
and manages costs by reusing materials.
“As a cosplayer, you often accumulate a lot
of materials along the way,” Blossom said. “I
have fabrics from like five years ago that I’m
still using because I haven’t gone through all
of it.”
Blossom says she mainly cosplays male
characters, like Orion from “Hoshi Meguri”
or Julius Kingsley from “Code Geass.”
She participates in the hobby purely for
enjoyment and believes anyone can cosplay
any given character regardless of their sex,
race or body type. She also spends hours
crafting every little detail in her costumes:

hand-stitching embroidery, braiding rope when choosing a location to take photos.
“Another skill I’ve learned is how to do
appliqué and making her own bias tape.
“Making cosplay has forced me to learn a makeup,” Blossom said. “When I grew up,
lot of things that I didn’t think I would ever I didn’t really do makeup as a kid or high
need, like pattern making,” Blossom said. schooler, but then, when I reached a point
“Most people can just go out and buy a where I was like, ‘I wanna go out there and
pattern, but then there’s limits to commercial wear my cosplay,’ I was like, ‘Oh crap, I have
patterns. So then, you have to learn how to to learn how to do makeup.’”
Blossom completes her looks using
make your own patterns so you can actually
faux eyelashes, colored contacts and wigs.
make [the costume].”
Once she buys a few yards of material, she She says cosplay is something one has
patterns the shape out on paper and cuts it to constantly work at and improve on.
along the marked lines before finally sewing These improvements can be showcased
by
attending
everything together.
conventions
After she’s finished
or events like
a cosplay, she’ll take
her first one,
photos
of
herself
Anime USA in
wearing the costume to
Washington,
post to her Instagram
D.C.
It
was
account.
Lately,
fairly
smallshe’s been going offscale with about
location with friends to
5,000 attendees,
take photos at places
as opposed to
like D.C. or U.Va.
some of her
Blossom met a student
more
recent
photographer
from
Blossom Dang
events
like
Stevenson University
Katsucon, which
named Brianne Padilla
boasted 20,000
through the cosplay
community on Twitter. The two often link up attendees.
At events, cosplayers can mingle, go to
to do trade shoots where they take photos of
panels, enter costume contests or participate
each other showing off their craftsmanship.
“It’s fun to see what she comes up with in masquerades (3-4 minute skits). Vendors
because her style is so much different than make appearances at some of the bigger
mine,” Padilla said. “She typically works events and sell Japanese souvenirs that aren’t
with dark colors and greys, and I’ll use more available elsewhere, such as posters, T-shirts,
snow globes and art keychains for bags.
vibrant patterns.”
“Some people will collect every keychain
Blossom edits her photos using Lightroom
and Photoshop. She’s not particularly into for a particular character they [cosplay],”
special effects but will adjust the layers sophomore economics major and frequent
and lighting of her photos. Padilla also convention attendee Nadia Hamad said.
commented on the importance of efficient “One bag will be entirely full of one
lighting, saying it’s one of the main factors character.”

“Making cosplay has
forced me to learn a lot
of things that I didn’t
think I would ever need.”

Most conventions are three-day events
and cost attendees an average of $100 per
ticket. Organizers cater to guests’ differing
interests by providing an array of activities,
such as craft tables, board games, anime
and video game forums and the occasional
rave at night.
“A lot of people think we’re very wack or
weird or eccentric,” Blossom said. “And I
think that’s totally wrong because there’s
cosplayers from all walks of life … you’d
assume we’d be theater or art majors — and
I mean, I am — but there’s cosplayers out
there who are business majors or in medical
school, and the list goes on and on. People
think just because we like dressing up in
costumes that we’re not really into other
things.”
Blossom works as a production technician
at the Forbes Center for the Performing Arts’
costume shop and describes her job as an
enriching experience. She plans on being a
teacher but has a great interest in sewing and
could see herself going into costuming as well.
As for her next event, Blossom and her
boyfriend will be attending Anime Expo in
Los Angeles in July. The three-day event is
one of the biggest cosplay conventions in
the U.S. Blossom isn’t sure who she wants to
cosplay but is looking forward to experiencing
California overall.
It’s hard for her to say if she’ll continue making
cosplay in years to come, as she’s unsure how
much extra time she’ll have. If she does, she
hopes to one day practice her hobby in Asia
to experience cultural differences in cosplay
socialization.
CONTACT Jamie Graeff at graeffje@dukes.jmu.
edu. For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle
of the JMU and Harrisonburg communities,
follow the culture desk on Twitter @Breeze_
Culture.
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By SABRINA MORENO
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CONTACT Sabrina Moreno at morenosx@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the Culture desk on Twitter
@Breeze_Culture.
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library who come every Thursday morning
to the guys who always get decaf and a
cinnamon raisin bagel with butter and cream
cheese, Fox says the regulars are a reminder
of how far the cafe has come. As a small
roaster, he’d crank out maybe 50 pounds of
coffee a week. Now, he roasts nearly 600.
While he used to be a brewer working
for Coors, he quickly found that the art and
science behind coffee roasting — as well
as selling coffee beans at the Harrisonburg
Farmers Market — was where he was meant
to be. Fox says the first few months were the
best he’d felt in a while.
“There’s not enough hours in the day to do
my full-time job and do the coffee, and I said,
‘You know what? I think I’m quitting my job,’”
Fox said. “I’ll never know what I can do with
it unless I got 100% of my time to devote to it.”
He’s proud of how he remains being the
hands-on coffee roasting guy even now that
he’s merged Jackson’s Corner and Crazy Fox.
He looks forward to continuing his role as
the go-to person of contact in nearby towns
when anyone needs a good batch of coffee
beans for their shop.
“I don’t go around telling everyone that it’s the
best and nothing else is as good as it, but I get a
lot of customers coming in telling me, ‘This is the
best coffee I’ve ever had,’” Fox said. “And it’s like
yay … I’m doing it right.”

breezejmu.org

months later, the owner of Jackson’s Corner
died suddenly from a heart attack, and Fox
was approached about taking it over.
“It’s still that stupid fox, and it’s loud, but it
works,” Fox said. “I just wish they both could
come back and see what’s going on … my
wife would probably be amazed that I didn’t
change the name of it or the logo. That’d
make her happy.”
In almost three years, Fox has seen the
place grow from a shop with no sign and only
one to two tables to a business with local
regulars who Fox says are “the backbone of
this place.”
“Everybody wants to see this town do well,
and there’s so much support,” Fox said. “Just
the fact that this town didn’t have anything
like this, and they want this here. It’s amazing
to see the support and people cheering for
you.”
Kim Butterfield, a customer who frequents
the cafe at least two to three times a week,
has loved seeing Jackson’s Corner create
a gathering space for the people of New
Market.
“For lunch and dinner, honestly, I’ve tried
almost everything on it, and I’ve loved it,”
Butterfield said. “So it depends on the day.”
Through working for Fox the past two
years, Madelene Roma says everything at
the cafe is genuine and done with purpose,
including the made-from-scratch pastries
and sandwiches.
“There are so many regulars that come
in,” Roma said. “Everyone is so familiar with
each other, and everyone is so close.”
From the two women who volunteer at the

BreezeVideo

When 6 p.m. rolls around and Kevin Fox
is the last remaining person in the kitchen,
he turns on Pearl Jam. It’s the way he rounds
out his day, which often begins with classic
rock blasting out of the windows of his 2016
Ford Transit on his 6 a.m. morning commute
toward New Market, Virginia.
His first batch of coffee beans waits to be
roasted in the far right corner of his cafe’s
kitchen, where he puts aside the ‘80s music
and gives in to the younger employees’ love
for today’s Top 100 hits.
Fox, the owner and manager of both Crazy
Fox Roasting Company and Jackson’s Corner
Coffee Roastery and Cafe, jokes that despite
being around coffee as much as he is, he’s
not necessarily a coffee addict. He often lets
his first cup linger into the early afternoon
hours.
“I’m addicted to the whole coffee thing,
the whole knowledge of coffee — where it
comes from, the different ways to roast it, the
different ways to brew it,” Fox said. “I think
I’m addicted to that.”
The roasting process starts at 7 a.m. when
he logs his roasting orders, most of which are
: some Brazilian, some Colombian.
blends
He then labels the tinted five-gallon buckets
accordingly by writing on old business
cards. A batch of dark roast, Fox says, can be
differentiated from his favorite Guatemalan
medium roast by its oilier tint.
The machine constantly whirs and tumbles
beans, allowing for it to heat evenly after its

initial drop at 445 degrees. As the moisture is
drawn out at 380 degrees, the beans expand,
creating a popcorn-like crackle. For a dark
roast, the beans will reach a second crack
and be left to slow-roast to fully develop its
flavor.
While different beans vary, Fox says he
knows where he should be with each minute
— a craft he’s fine-tuned in the past three
years. In the first minute and a half, the
process involves making sure the beans don’t
get too cool. At three minutes, the color of the
beans begins to form and at six minutes, he
aims to be around 300 to 310 degrees. Then,
it’s all about cutting the heat back or turning
it up.
“It takes about half a day, and it’s just me
babysitting this,” Fox said of the machine,
patting it lovingly. “I love roasting coffee, but
the best part — my favorite part — is going
out delivering to a bunch of different people.”
Before owning Jackson’s Corner, Fox
started out roasting in his garage, which he
converted into a certified coffee roasting
workspace. Bagging up the beans, labeling
them and personally delivering them has
always been part of the job.
What started as an idea a coworker had
to use coffee beans as a fundraiser resulted
in Fox entertaining the thought of having a
full-blown roasting company. Although he
originally wanted a simple name and logo
— such as Rocktown Coffee Roasters — his
wife felt a play on his last name, Fox, would
be more fun and “crazy.”
After she passed away, Crazy Fox Roasting
Company became “a sentimental thing.” Five
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Coffee shop owner establishes a sense of
community in New Market through his craft

@Breeze_Culture

Boom, roasted
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For the love
of pastries

CULTURE
By TALIA DAVIS
The Breeze

Hugo Santiago arrives at his
shop at 3 a.m. to start making
bread. Typically, it takes 30
minutes to prepare it and another
30 for it to bake. The sweet smell
of the loaves lingers all day as they
sit on the silver racks in the store.
Three hours later, Santiago and
his wife, Berenice Rodriguez,
open the store. As customers
come in, the bell atop the door
rings, and they’re hit with the
smell of the freshly baked items.
Rodriguez and Santiago opened
El Paisano Bakery in downtown
Harrisonburg in October with
the goal of bringing something
they love to the community. The
couple met each other in Mexico
when they were seven years
old. As children, they didn’t see
themselves opening a bakery, but
as they got older, they wanted to
spice things up.
“My husband was working for
another bakery, and he got tired
of working for someone else and
not getting what he was supposed
to be getting for his job,” Rodriguez
said. “He decided to quit the other
job, and we planned for a month
to open the bakery, and we started
looking for places and luckily, we
found this location.”
Rodriguez has been in the
restaurant business since she
was young. She grew up in the
kitchen her family owns — a
traditional Mexican restaurant
called Jalisco’s. She also worked
SAMANTHA LINCZYC / THE BREEZE as a waitress prior to opening
El Paisano, but she wanted the
From festive cakes to tres leches, the bakery sells freshly made delights daily.

El Paisano Bakery brings Mexican flavors to
Harrisonburg with a focus on family
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chance to manage her own
business.
Rodriguez moved to the states
from Mexico when she was nine.
This was a huge change since
she didn’t know any English.
Although she’s more comfortable
speaking Spanish, the help she
provides customers — finding
the right products and describing
each one to them — has given
her a chance to practice speaking
English.
“When we came to the states,
we wanted to open something for
us so our family can move forward
in life,” Santiago said.
The bakery serves Mexicaninspired desserts like Tres Leches
and breads like Mexican sweet
bread. Some have jam inside,
while others may be topped with
butter and coated in sugar. Their
most popular one, La Concha, is a
not-so-sweet bread with a sugary
paste on top. It’s made to pair
with coffee or milk.
Family plays a large role in
making El Paisano function. Since
the bakery is open seven days a
week, Rodriguez and Santiago
spend the majority of their
time there. Rodriguez’s sister,
Dayanna Rodriguez Zambrano,
runs the store on the weekends
so Rodriguez and Santiago can
spend time with their children.
“I love when people come in
and they don’t know what type of
breads we have,” Dayanna said.
“It’s fun informing them about
our culture and sharing the things
I grew up with.”
Rodriguez cherishes having the
ability to work with her husband.

She enjoys spending time with
him while watching him do
something he loves. The couple
has two kids who come in on
weekends to watch their parents.
“When they come here, they
love watching their dad make all
the breads, and they ask if they
can help,” Rodriguez said. “When
they grow up, they’re going to love
doing this and maybe open their
own business in the future.”
Not only do they have the ability
to work together, but they’re also
able to provide for their family.
Having the bakery has allowed
them to show their family and kids
what they can accomplish in life.
“We never imagined that we
would have a bakery,” Rodriguez
said. “Having our own bakery
tells our kids that they will have
something when they get older
and will understand what it’s like
to be a part of a family bakery.”
Later down the road, the couple
hopes to open stores in other
parts in Virginia, and they want
to be able to show their family
in Mexico the business they’ve
created.
“We want to expand to Northern
Virginia, especially Manassas
because of how big the area is,”
Santiago said. “I want to be able to
show my grandparents and parents
what we have accomplished here in
the States.”
CONTACT Talia Davis at davisty@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the
culture, arts and lifestyle of the
JMU and Harrisonburg communities,
follow the culture desk on Twitter
@Breeze_Culture.

46 Laurel Hill Road
Verona, VA 24482
540.248.5300 office
sales@midvalleypress.com

midvalleypress.com
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By CATIE HARPER
The Breeze

JMU football has concluded spring ball and
is transitioning into preparing for fall camp
and its season opener on Aug. 31 against West
Virginia.
Throughout the month, there were glimpses
at potential position battles, how the new
coaching staff runs the team and players who
could step up to leave an impact throughout
the 2019 season. Here are the top things we’ve
learned from spring practices and the annual
Spring Game.

Thursday, April 18, 2019

No. 1: The quarterback battle is
still a three-man race
It’s been the talk of the offseason since head
coach Curt Cignetti made it clear that no one
was guaranteed the starting job. Unlike last
season’s battle when there were only two
quarterbacks left after the 2018 Spring Game,
Ben DiNucci, Cole Johnson and Gage Moloney
are all still options for the upcoming season.
“This battle will continue on,” Cignetti said.
Each quarterback had bright moments in
the Spring Game last weekend. Johnson led
the offense to two touchdowns, DiNucci had

a touchdown throw and Moloney got out to a
fast start in the opening quarter.
Johnson, who was DiNucci’s backup last
season and also redshirted after playing in
just four games, showed poise during his
time under center. Johnson threw for 145
yards, including a 77-yard touchdown grab
to redshirt sophomore wide receiver Jamir
Hudson.
“It seemed like when [Johnson] was in
there, we were completing passes,” Cignetti
said. “He had a couple runs also … I thought
he had a nice day.”
As the Dukes head into the summer and
preseason, there aren’t any answers about
who’ll lead JMU under center next season.
Each player has the skill set to start at the
Division I level and succeed at it.

No. 2: Solomon Vanhorse could
see a good chunk of playing time
out of the backfield
He’s a walk-on, and he’s making sure
Cignetti knows his name.
The rising redshirt freshman running back
joined the team under former head coach
Mike Houston last year and didn’t see any
playing time, but don’t expect that this season.

Throughout the entirety of spring practices,
Cignetti praised Vanhorse’s effort and
dedication to growing his game.
“I feel like I gradually got improved,”
Vanhorse said of his play this spring. “I feel
like I matured as a player, and I feel like I’m
becoming more coachable than I was before,
learning new skills I didn’t know.”
While being one of the smallest players on
the team — standing at only 5 feet, 8 inches
— the potential is there for the Alpharetta,
Georgia, native. In high school, Vanhorse
racked up 1,540 yards on the ground and 14
touchdowns during his senior year, earning
him a spot on the Georgia 7A First Team AllRegion.
Oh, and he’s pretty fast, too. Vanhorse set
the Milton High School track and field record
in the 100-m and 200-m dash.
“He continues to do it one play at a time,”
Cignetti said. “He can run it, he can catch it,
he does what he’s supposed to do. He’s very
reliable and dependable.”

No. 3: John Daka is still going to
be John Daka — and potentially
better
The Upper Marlboro, Maryland, native had

a breakout season as a true junior last year.
Daka saw action in every game on his way to
22 solo tackles and a team-high 10 sacks.
The rising senior defensive end had at least
a half sack in eight games last season and
more than one in three of those contests. Back
for a one final year with more experience at
hand, there’s nothing standing in the way of
Daka having an even better season than last
year.
“I just want to add different moves to
my repertoire,” Daka said. “Pass rush wise,
stopping the run wise, I want to rework on
getting off blocks more … Not just physically
wise, I want to be more of a leader out there.”
In Saturday’s Spring Game, Daka
contributed 1.5 sacks in the two quarters of
play, an amount many can expect per game
next season. Rising redshirt sophomore Isaac
Ukwu also had two sacks in the game.

No. 4: Youth of defense will
provide good depth for returners
If there was something missing from spring
practices and the Spring Game, it was the
majority of the players who will likely start on
the defensive side of the ball for JMU during
the 2019 season.
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likely provide key depth as the
Dukes look to get back to the
FCS
National
Championship
game after falling short last year.
However, Cignetti does believe that
some of the younger players could
challenge returners for the starting
positions as fall camp begins.
“I think we’ve got some good,
young players in the secondary,”
Cignetti said. “Some of the young
linebackers have stepped up a little
bit, so you’ve got to have depth …
So, the more competition, the
better.”

No. 5: Percy Agyei-Obese
and Jawon Hamilton are
built to be key running
backs

CONTACT
Catie Harper at
breezesports@gmail.com. For more
football coverage, follow the sports
desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

@TheBreezeSports

JMU lost its three primary
running backs — Cardon Johnson,
Marcus Marshall and Trai Sharp—
following the conclusion of last
season. With Cignetti determined
to lead the CAA next season in
rushing, a new frontman is needed.
Rising junior Percy Agyei-Obese
and rising redshirt junior Jawon
Hamilton may be the answer.
Agyei-Obese was the fourth

leading rusher for the Dukes
in 2019 behind the trio of nowgraduated backs and DiNucci. He’s
accumulated 441 yards and two
touchdowns during his time as a
Duke. Of those, 168 yards and one
score came last season. Entering
his season, the junior becomes
the most experienced back in the
Dukes’ arsenal, being at the school
longer than Hamilton.
“I thought they did fairly well,”
Cignetti said. “They all had their
moments. Broke some runs and
broke some tackles. There were
a couple times on short yards we
didn’t get it done, but I saw a lot of
defensive jerseys in the backfield,
too.”
During the Spring Game, AgyeiObese ran for 52 yards along with
Hamilton, who also saw multiple
snaps with the first team. A new
potential trio in Agyei-Obese,
Hamilton and Vanhorse provides
options for Cignetti as the new season
approaches.

@thebreezesports

The only defensive starters
from last season who saw action
on Saturday were Daka, safety
D’Angelo Amos and linebackers
Landan
Word
and
Dimitri
Holloway. Across the rest of the
defense, there were relatively new
faces trying to show Cignetti and
his staff what they could bring to
the team.
“I was in their shoes as well,”
Daka said. “There’s going to come
a point where you have to mature.
You’re going to have to be that
guy where the team relies on you
to be major contributors, but
the younger guys did a good job
stepping up … I think the young
guys responded very well this
spring.”
Players like rising redshirt senior
defensive lineman Ron’Dell Carter
and rising senior safety Adam
Smith had strong seasons last
year and should prove valuable
throughout next year. Rising
redshirt senior cornerback Rashad
Robinson will make his much
anticipated return after missing
last season due to an injury to his
foot.
The youth on the defense will
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NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
STUDENT TEAM MANAGER

breezejmu.org

What’s in it for you? In addition to the hands-on experience,
you’ll have the opportunity to bolster your professional
development by attending several leadership events, and will
be provided with a scholarship for each semester that you
continue to provide assistance to the team.

BreezeVideo

Thinking about a career in college athletics, sports
administration, or coaching? Consider applying to be a
Dukes Student Team Manager for the 2019-2020 school
year! This program offers students an immersive
experience in assisting with the management of one of
several varsity sports programs at JMU, and a
behind-the-scenes look at the daily operations of college
athletics. To be eligible for the program, you must be a
current JMU Student with a GPA of 2.0 or higher.

Thursday, April 18, 2019

We welcome students
and faculty for annual
physicals and acute illness
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JMU softball’s pinch runners display the importance
of always being ready when they’re needed

Thursday, April 18, 2019

breezejmu.org

BreezeVideo

By JASON CLAMPITT
The Breeze

GOLF CLUB

JMU softball is having another
strange season as dominant
pitching and power from the
offense ranks the Dukes first
in the CAA. However, another
aspect of the team’s success
is often uncredited — the
utilization of pinch runners.
“They’re big speed players.
It’s been very, very important to
have them, and they have been a
key reason why we’ve won a lot of
ball games,” Head Coach Loren
LaPorte said. “They’ve been in
so many situations where they
actually won a ball game for us.”
Freshman outfielder
Kelsey Brown, sophomore
outfielder Michelle Sullivan
and sophomore utility Sydney
LaScola are often tasked with
giving JMU a speed boost on the
bases — whether it’s a stolen
base or tagging up in a critical
situation in a scoreless contest

or one-run game. All three must
constantly be ready because they
can be called on at any time.
“It’s just really important to
always be focused throughout
the whole game,” Sullivan said. “I
know it’s easy getting sidetracked
or have your mind focused on
other things, but just always
knowing what the situation is
and being prepared for whenever
your name is called.”
All three have different
pregame routines to help them
get ready for when they’re called
on, and they each participate in
hitting and fielding drills. Brown’s
routine involves sprinting and
stretching — something her
teammates make fun of her for
because she’s constantly doing
it. LaPorte said she doesn’t give
them an advanced notice for
when or who’s going to be asked
to provide a spark — it depends
on the game’s situation.
“Having that mindset where,
okay, this is the situation where I

can probably go in,” LaPorte said.
“That’s the most exciting thing
is that when I go to make the
change, they have the helmets in
their hands, and they’re literally
right at the end of the fence. It’s
awesome for a coach to have
players that want to fill that role
and want to want to score runs
for your team.”
When their time comes during
the game, they fit right into its
speed and don’t need time to
adjust. Once in the game and
on the base path, their mentality
only advances.
“I’m thinking I need to get
60 feet at a time,” LaScola said.
“I’m always thinking one base
ahead just so we can get going,
get the momentum going to
get me to come in to score. I’m
just thinking one base at a time
— one base a time and doing
whatever I can to get there.”
Their presence on the base
path can disrupt the game and
swing the momentum in JMU’s

favor, taking a base or moving
from first to third. LaPorte
acknowledges the importance
of the three and that they’re a
main reason why JMU has won
so many games. She says Brown
played a critical role in taking
the first game against Virginia
Tech as she came in and scored
the tying run in the final inning,
which led to Sullivan and LaScola
scoring the go-ahead runs and
securing a 3-1 victory.
“It’s a huge momentum swing
when you have someone like that
on the bases that can do a lot and
aren’t just station to station and
really play with instinct,” LaPorte
said. “That’s what we try and tell
the girls: run with instinct. You
don’t have to look to me to make
every decision because, by the
time you looked to me, it’s too
late.”
Sullivan, LaScola and Brown
have all appeared in games this
season and have 13 stolen bases
out of 15 tries between them.
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All of them have worked to become more
effective base runners and all-around players.
Their importance to the team extends beyond
creating a spark on the bases — they can kick
the momentum to JMU’s favor in the batter’s
box or in the field.
“I look up to a lot of the girls on the team,”
Brown said. “It’s easy to learn from them,
being close and having that relationship with
every player on the team. I’m learning stuff
from pitchers and I’m learning stuff from other
base runners; it’s not just my position who I’m
learning from. It’s great to have people to look
up to on the team, including the freshmen class,
learning from them also.”
CONTACT Jason Clampitt at clampijt@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more football coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

The Finest and Largest Selection
of Tobacco Glass in The Valley
Incredible Selection of Hand-Made
Nepalese Wool Clothing and Coats
1790 East Market Street # 30
(TJ Maxx Shopping Center)
Harrisonburg, VA

Must be 18 to enter
ID Required

540-209-8653

Cheese Pizza

small 12’ . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.95
additional toppings 1.25 each

large 16’ . . . . . . . . . . . 11.95
additional toppings 1.75 each

extra cheese
ground beef
pepperoni
sundried tomato
bacon
roasted red peppers
sliced sausage
green peppers
crumbled sausage provolone
ham
cheddar
meatballs
eggplant

additional toppings 2.00 each

New York Slice

14.50

additional toppings .75 each

1.95

artichoke hearts
black olives
fresh tomato
onion
mushrooms
pineapple

spinach
garlic
anchovies
jalepeño peppers
broccoli
hot peppers

Tomato & Fresh
Mozzarella. . . 7.99 Basket
Fried
Calamari. . . . .7.99

Philly Steak
4-Bean Garden
Salad. . . . . . . . . 6.99 Caesar. . . . . . . .7.99
House
Antipasto
Salad. . . . . . . . . 9.49 Salad. . . . . . . . . .3.99
Soup of
the Day. . . . . . 3.99

O’ Chips. 3.99
add mozzarella
or cheddar for .75

Brushetta. . . . 4.99

Chicken Caesar Chef’s
Salad. . . . . . . . . 7.99 Salad. . . . . . . . . .7.99

Minstrone. . . . 3.49

Italian
Wings. . .7.99

Salad Dressings:
House Italian, Ranch, Thousand
Island, Bleu Cheese, Balsamic,
Caesar, Honey Mustard, Catalina,
Raspberry Vinaigrette

Original
Calzone. . . . . . . . 8.99
Chicken Florentine
Calzone. . . . . . . . 9.99
Vinny’s
Calzone. . . . . . . .7.99
additional toppings .75 each

take out orders: get 10%
off with your Student ID

Thursday, April 18, 2019

Toppings:

Sicilian Pizza

16x16 inch square pizza

Spinach & Artichoke
Creamy Dip. . . . .7.49

breezejmu.org

top with sauteed
Eggplant Rollantini
Spinach Stuffed Shells
shrimp. . . . . . . . . . 4.00
12.49
9.49

Mozzarella
Sticks. . . . . . . . 6.49 Pot O’
Gold. . . . 6.49

BreezeVideo

Parmigianos
Baked Spaghetti Four Cheese Ravioli
9.49
9.49
veal. . . . . . . .14.99
Vodka
Rigatoni
Chicken
Marsala
eggplant. . . .11.99 with grilled chicken
13.99
11.99 Chicken Piccata
chicken. . . . .12.49
13.99
Fettuccine Alfredo Braised Beef New!
Pappardelle
9.49
12.99 Cheese Manicotti
add sauteed
9.49
Tortolloni Campagnola
mushrooms. . . . .1.25
11.49 Lobster Ravioli New!
top with grilled
Lasagna
14.99
chicken breast. . . 2.50
9.99 Pesto Ricotta New!

The Breeze

COME IN and check out the
full menu today!

@TheBreezeSports

While they’ve appeared in games as pinch
runners, they’ve made an impact at the plate
and on the field. Sullivan hit her first career
home run in the 16-2 victory over Hofstra
April 4.
All three have viewed and handled the
transition of entering mid-game differently.
However, as the season has progressed, it has
become second nature to them as they all
share the same mentality; they must advance
to the next base.
“It was definitely harder at the beginning of
the season, just because I never knew when I
was going to come in,” LaScola said. “Now that
we’ve gone through a little bit of the season …
Just knowing who’s up to bat, it’s easy for me to
go in. I get my helmet ready to go because one
of us is going to come in to run.”
Their teammates have helped the three
push themselves to become better players.

@thebreezesports

JMU softball leads the CAA in ERA (1.81) and batting average (.335).
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BASEBALL

Dukes tally three consecutive wins
After losing nine straight games, JMU baseball won the final
two games of its series against in-state rival William & Mary.
Then, the Dukes went to College Park, Maryland, to take on
the Maryland Terrapins. Redshirt sophomore pitcher Michael
Bechtold gave up two hits in four innings in a 14-1 triumph for
JMU. Freshman infielder Kyle Novak and junior first baseman
Brady Harju had three RBIs each and junior infielder Fox
Semones scored three runs in JMU's biggest win of the season.

MEN'S TENNIS
@TheBreezeSports

Paul Mendoza wins CAA Player of the Week

Junior Paul Mendoza earned his first singles honor this season
after clinching a 5-2 win for JMU over Drexel. The Midlothian,
Virginia, native defeated sophomore Sanil Jagtiani 6-3, 4-6, 6-3,
at the No. 3 singles spot. He was named team captain alongside
senior Pierre Kohler and has been named to the CAA Doubles
Team of the Week with junior Tate Steinour in late January.
Mendoza is now 16-5 in singles matches this season.

@TheBreezeSports

SOFTBALL

Megan Good drafted by USSSA Pride
With the 10th pick of the second round in the 2019 National
Pro Fastpitch College Draft, redshirt senior pitcher Megan Good
was selected by the United States Specialty Sports Association
Pride. Good is the third player in program history to be drafted.
She joins former teammate and pitcher Jailyn Ford, who was
drafted third overall in the 2016 NPF Draft. Good is the current
leader in ERA (0.97) and wins (111) in the nation.

BreezeVideo

The Breeze

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS

MAssAnuTTen ResoRT

now hiring
Available Positions
Assistant Tennis Instructor
& Rec Desk Attendant

SCOREBOARD
TRACK AND FIELD

SOFTBALL

8 of 10 racers in ECAC Champs

(33-7, 11-1 CAA)

LATEST MEET

LATEST SCORE

Mason Spring Invitational

NEXT MEET

Virginia Challenge and JMU Invitational

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Wins vs. Duke, 11-3 and 6-5

NEXT GAME

Friday vs. College of Charleston

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Dominique Johnson — PR in discuss 52.38m

Odicci Alexander — 4 RBIs in 3 games

BASEBALL

LACROSSE

(21-17, 4-8 CAA)

(12-3, 4-0 CAA)

LATEST SCORE

LATEST SCORE

Win at Maryland, 14-1

Win at Hofstra, 9-8 (2OT)

NEXT GAME

NEXT GAME

Thursday vs. St. Bonaventure

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Friday vs. Elon

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Fox Semones — 7 hits, 4 RBIs in 4 games

Logan Brennan — 4 goals, 4 assists in 2 games

WOMEN’S TENNIS

MEN’S TENNIS

(11-8, 3-1 CAA)

(16-7, 3-2 CAA)

LATEST SCORE

LATEST SCORE
Win at Drexel, 5-2

Loss vs. William & Mary, 4-3

NEXT MATCH

Friday vs. Towson

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Daria Afanasyeva — Duals win over W&M

NEXT MATCH

Saturday vs. College of Charleston

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Paul Mendoza — 6-3, 4-6, 6-3 win at Drexel

Staying in
Harrisonburg
for the
summer?

Thursday, April 18, 2019

breezejmu.org

Flexible Scheduling • Fun Workplace • Competitive Rates

SPORTS

Apply onlIne AT

massresortjobs.com
QuesTIons? CAll 540.289.4939

Pick up a class or two at
Blue Ridge Community College
and save some money!

Register now for summer classes at BRCC.
http://www.brcc.edu/classes/registration/
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MADISON
MARKETPLACE
Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

3 Musical shows
4 Floor
5 Business mag
6 Self-critical cry
7 Seamaster
watchmaker
8 Come to know
9 Clouseau’s rank,
briefly
10 Rock the boat
11 Periodontist’s
org.
12 Come down with
13 Long starter,
once
19 Toll road
21 Passing muster
24 Footprint maker
25 Raise on a pole
27 Many an oil-rich
ruler
28 Many ages
29 Death Row
Records
co-founder,
familiarly
33 “You’re way over
the line”
34 Tantrum while
playing
Xbox
335 Old
4 conductance
unit
36 Ice cream buys

3

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

©2019 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

38 Mmes., in
Madrid
39 House-shaped
browser button
40 School group
41 Puncture prefix
44 Each
46 Disco light
47 Passionate about
48 Passionate
51 Upper regions of
space

4

4/18/19

Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle

sudoku.org.uk
4/18/19

© 2019 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reserved.
Complete

the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box

Escapes Spa Duke Specials
Escapes Spa in Harrisonburg is
offering JMU students & staff the
following specials through 2/1/19.
$20 gel manicures. $40 manicure/
pedicure. $45 one hour signature
massage. Call 540-830-0483 or
book online at EscapesSpa.com

HOUSING
SUBLETS NEEDED
We need 6 four-bedroom
apartments to sublet from May
26 – Aug 8. Please call Bob Wease
540-434-5919 or 540-746-8875 or
e-mail turksbaseball@hotmail.com.

JOBS
Childcare
Looking for child care for my 9 year
old son for the summer, starting
in May. Every other week I work 9
hour days, sometimes until 8pm.
Please text Heather 540-209-0583.
Seeking Full-Time & Part-Time
Basic Communicators
The City of Harrisonburg &
Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Emergency Communications Center
(HRECC) are seeking applications
for full-time and part-time Basic
Communicators. To apply, visit www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment.
The City of Harrisonburg & HRECC
are EOE.

DANCE TEACHERS NEEDED!
Dance & Company is looking for
dance teachers of all styles (tap,
jazz, hip-hop, modern, ballet,
etc) for all ages (3-adult) for the
2019-2020 school year. Send
resume to dancencompany@
gmail.com or call 540-433-7127
to inquire.
Yard Work Needed
Looking for someone to do
GENERAL YARD WORK. Very
flexible hours. Very good pay.
Located in Penn Laird. Call
(540)289-6181.
City of Harrisonburg Seasonal
Positions - Summer 2019
Looking for a Summer 2019
job? If so, consider applying
to a seasonal position with the
City of Harrisonburg’s Parks and
Recreation Department! To find
out more details on available
positions, visit our website at:
https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.
Van/Car Driver with
Harrisonburg Department
of Public Transportation
Do you have an excellent driving
record and desire to utilize
your experience of operating
medium-sized passenger
vehicles to ensure students
arrive to school safely? If so,
apply for the Van/Car Driver in
the Harrisonburg Department
of Public Transportation! Find
out more and apply online at:
https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.
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Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9.
For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, visit

52 “Likewise”
53 Blabbed about, in
a way
55 World Cup
cheers
57 Go __:
succeed
58 Rite answer?
59 Short snooze
60 Bit of a draft?
61 Côte d’Azur
saison

Ballroom and Latin Dance
Lessons
Just 4 U. Ballroom and Latin
dance classes. College students
only. Dance for fun or learn to
compete. Second Sunday each
month 4:00- 5:00 PM at Dancing
With Karen studio 77 E Market St.
$5 student cost. 2nd Sunday swing
follows this class each month. No
sign up — walk in!
Dancingwithkaren.com for info.

Spring Break Rep Needed
at JMU
Spring Break rep needed. This
is a major role in one of your
colleges greatest traditions,
Spring Break! You’ll be marketing
on campus and organizing trips.
Success will be based on your
ability to network on campus.
The possibilities to earn cash
and travel are endless. Call
today 410-849-0632

breezejmu.org

Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle

4/18/19

BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

4/18/19

SERVICES

BreezeVideo

2

By Roland Huget

Violins & Violas For Sale
A few orchestra-quality violins and
violas are for sale. I am selling my
collection of instruments. These
instruments will serve a young and
talented musician well. Serious
inquiries text 540-842-2444.

Models Needed for JMU Art
Classes
$12.00/HOUR: MALE AND
FEMALE NUDE MODELS needed
for art classes. Part-time work.
No experience necessary. For
information or to apply, leave
message at [minorld@dukes.jmu.
edu].

The Breeze

Level 1

FOR SALE

@TheBreezeJMU

DOWN
1Level
Give a hand
1 2
2 “Memoirs of
a __”: Arthur
Golden novel

listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool. Ads run two weeks
online and in two print editions.

@breezejmu

ACROSS
1 Onetime capital
of the Mughal
Empire
5 Pop star
9 Idea, at times
14 Apparently are
15 Bering Sea port
16 Center for Auto
Safety co-founder
17 Part of the
supreme Hindu
trinity
18 Penny pincher
20 Trooper’s outfit?
22 Moan and groan
23 Knot used to take
up slack
26 Garden nuisance
30 Prof.’s helpers
31 Overly
32 Fill with affection
34 Relax completely
37 Like lambs and
rams
38 Amorphous sci-fi
beings, and a hint
to what’s hidden
in the four other
longest answers
41 Pizzeria allure
42 Refreshers
43 Snapper?
45 Chinese
restaurant
general
46 The Mighty
Mighty Bosstones
music genre
49 One logging on
50 Prankster’s
weapon
54 Miniseries based
on a Haley novel
56 Sucked (in)
57 Project wrap-up
62 Voice quality
63 Old saw
64 Throw off
65 Poetic black
66 Ins and outs, with
“the”
67 Like yellow
bananas
68 Slight damage
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